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The St. Thomas Student Council’s mandate is to improve the school’s environment and             
to give students a voice. Student Council members participated in all Major School Change              
sub-committee meetings and attended both the St. Thomas and Lindsay Place Town Halls. This              
Brief is written by the St Thomas Student Council on behalf of the St Thomas student body and                  
is in full agreement with the Briefs written by the St. Thomas Governing Board and Faculty                
Council.  

 
Student Council proposes Scenario A (Place Cartier and Allancroft cohabitate with           

Lindsay Place) presented in the School Board Brief on MSC as the best course of action for the                  
following reasons: 
 

Work to redistribute populations to insure a full range of services and options are              
available to students across the network. 

 
St. Thomas has maintained its school at full capacity for over 25 years so far. Therefore, it offers                  
its students many programs, services, and activities. Because of its smaller student population             
Lindsay Place maintains a reputation for offering a close and personal education to its students,               
and despite its smaller size, Lindsay Place offers the programs and the care that Lindsay Place                
students and parents want. In Scenario A, both schools would continue to offer students what               
they need and want respectively, which is the main reason those students decided to attend their                
respective school. 

 
Leave LBPSB occupying superior facilities at the end of the process while maintaining             
some flexibility of space for future program innovation. 
 

St. Thomas students are satisfied with the facilities offered in their building: the shared use of the                 
auditorium, the availability of the field outside, the nearby Parks, the close proximity (walking              
distance) of the TerraCotta fields, the Bob Birnie arena (for our sports programs), and the               
Pointe-Claire Public Library. The majority of St. Thomas students agree that it is not worth               
sacrificing our population and community to redistribution to obtain a different building. School             
is the friends, teachers, and staff that the students have spent years building meaningful              
relationships with; no building is worth losing those vital connections. 

 
Make programming decisions based upon feedback solicited from stakeholders and          
current trends in education. 
 

The International Baccalaureate Program, a main attraction for future St. Thomas students,            
would be heavily impacted in the event of a merger with Lindsay Place. Some grade levels may                 
not be able to graduate with their diploma, pushing these students to go to other French and                 

 



English school boards and private schools. Lindsay Place would lose its programs in the case of                
a merger. A merger between St. Thomas and Lindsay Place would disrupt all students, teachers,               
and programs at both schools. 
 

Seek solutions which will allow greater efficiency in staffing and resource allocation            
envelopes in the Youth and Continuing Education sectors. 

 
In the case of a merger or school closures during MSC, the teachers move with the students.                 
Therefore, Scenario A ensures more teaching opportunities because there would be no            
population changes. The cohabitation of Lindsay Place with Adult Ed Centres would give             
resources and space needed by the Adult Education Centers, allow Lindsay Place to retain its               
resources and space, and allow St. Thomas to retain its resources and space which students are                
satisfied with and benefit from as explained above under “Leaving LBPSB occupying superior             
facilities.” Student Council feels that superior school facilities are not as much the school              
buildings, as the people in them, their location, and the amenities around them. 

 
Rationalize the maximum number of pupil places in the secondary network with minimal             
disruption to the system. 
 

Scenario A offers the option of the least amount of disruption to St. Thomas and Lindsay Place                 
students. In high school, students grow attached to their school, their friends, and the community               
that their school is. Uprooting them from that sense of belonging will negatively affect their               
sense of security and their education. In the event of a merger, a large number of St. Thomas and                   
Lindsay Place students will not relocate to other LBPSB schools. St. Thomas parents and              
Lindsay Place parents stated at the Town Halls, in surveys, at the Governing Board and MSC                
Subcommittee meetings that they will send their children to other English school boards, French              
school boards, or the private sector, thus heavily affecting the already decreasing population             
numbers in LBPSB secondary schools. In the case of parents who would stay in the LBPSB,                
many suggested that they would not accept the School Board’s redistribution to BHS, Lakeside,              
or PC as suggested in Scenario B of the School Board MSC Brief. 
 

Consider current and future population projections when considering movement of          
students in existing buildings. 
 

A large number of present St. Thomas students live further west from Pointe Claire or live                
off-island. As the population slowly moves westwards, it does not make sense to relocate a               
population to Lindsay Place, which is located further east. In the meantime, Adult Ed students               
can easily travel and are willing to travel to their programs using public transportation or their                
own cars. 

 



 
Create alternative accessible secondary options to try and attract students currently lost            
to private and/or parapublic schools outside our system. 
 

The current programs at St. Thomas and Lindsay Place are both attracting students every year.               
Better promotion of both schools’ programs, which are already thriving and effective, would             
benefit their populations. Adult Ed is a growing sector for the LBPSB, and moving the Lindsay                
Place building will benefit those growing programs while allowing Lindsay Place to continue             
offering the “small school” feel and culture that the Lindsay Place parents and students love so                
much and spoke to at their Town Hall. 
 

Consider the traditional advantages of a sustainable school population for programming           
purposes. 

 
Scenario A leaves Lindsay Place with its current population and the potential to sustain that               
population as a small school in the LBPSB system; its education system remains an attraction for                
many students and parents who look for that “small school” feel as stated by many Lindsay Place                 
parents and students at their Town Hall. As St. Thomas is already at or near full capacity (95%                  
this year), it is already sustainable and already offers everything that a traditional large school               
should.  
 

Strive to maintain LBPSB’s presence distributed across the territory. 
 
In Scenario A, the distribution of LBPSB’s presence is assured and has the added benefit of                
answering the pressures from the Marguerite Bourgeoys School Board. 
 

Acknowledge open choice of school (open boundaries), subject to the LBPSB           
Enrollment Criteria. 
 

Choice is a huge factor for high school students and their parents. A large number of students at                  
St. Thomas chose St. Thomas and from hearing parents at Lindsay Place Town Hall, it is evident                 
that Lindsay Place parents and students also chose Lindsay Place. No one chooses the LBPSB               
when looking at schools, they go to the Open Houses, talk to friends, read reviews and choose                 
the school. If their school is taken away from them, they will go to other school boards, French                  
or English, or to private schools. Many students live beyond the zoning criteria for either St.                
Thomas or Lindsay Place. They chose their respective schools specifically based on their             
educational needs which includes their academic, social, and extracurricular interests. They           
chose a school where they would feel safest, happiest, and where they would learn in the way                 
that suits them best. 

 



 
 

In Scenario A, Lindsay Place maintains its small population. While this is beneficial for              
many students who hope to and currently attend the school, the Council of Commissioners and               
School Board making the final decision in this MSC might think otherwise. In that case, the St.                 
Thomas Student Council would like to propose a different option all together. The suggestions              
would be to merge Lindsay Place and Beaconsfield High Schools (BHS) and have it reside in the                 
Lindsay Place building because that building has the capacity to support both populations. This              
would fill a building but more importantly it would be the least disruptive way to fill a building                  
and fulfill the criteria of the School Board in this MSC. In this option, the Adult Education                 
centers would relocate to the BHS building. As Adult Education is a growing sector, it could                
occupy the building completely and grow. Its location is good for public transport and car               
commuters, it is still centrally located in the West Island, and is in proximity to Continuing                
Education programs. 

 
Because both Lindsay Place and Beaconsfield High Schools are both under their            

capacity, a merger would not result in students being redirected to other schools as Scenario B of                 
the School Board MSC Brief would. This merger would be less traumatic then rejecting students               
from the IMM program at St Thomas or the non-Quantum program in Lindsay Place. This               
merger would increase the school’s population, allowing for more staffing and administrative            
positions. More programs, activities, and services would be offered. It would make excellent use              
of both building’s facilities, would allow for the Marguerite-Bourgeois school board to make use              
of the current Adult Education centers, and would allow our school board to retain a building.                
Additionally, both BHS and LPHS have later start times making busing transportation an easier              
feat to manage. This suggestion is still very much a second option for the St. Thomas Student                 
Council, only in the event of Scenario A not being possible for reasons unknown to this Council. 

 
The most important aspect of this MSC for Student Council is the distribution of              

students. In the event of a merger between Lindsay Place and St. Thomas, the Immersion and                
non-Quantum students will be the first to be relocated. Though this coincides with the enrollment               
criteria, this action would propagate the message that the Lester B. Pearson Board values one               
type of student over another. In consideration of the values of our School community, which we                
hope our School Board and our Council of Commissioners shares, any action that suggests that               
one person is valued more than another is not ethically or morally acceptable to the St Thomas                 
student body and its representative Student Council.  

 
The redistribution of students should be the very last option; for even in the event of a                 

school’s relocation, the student body and the community should remain together. 
 

 



In almost every criteria set your by the School Board for this MSC, St. Thomas - its                 
building and its population - do not need to be altered to offer the best services possible as a                   
school and as part of the LBPSB network. Other education centers, like Place Cartier, SACC,               
Lindsay Place, and Beaconsfield, do have areas that could potentially benefit from involvement             
in a Major School Change process. By choosing Scenario A or the new option suggested here,                
the LBPSB can work to improve the school network by supporting the institutions that actually               
need it. 
 

This Brief was presented to a large number of students, almost all of whom agreed with                
the position and statement. 
 
Regards, 
Serena Masciotra, Student Council President 
On behalf of the St. Thomas Student Council and the St. Thomas student body 
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